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Heroes of Heavenly Hundred commemorated
Rancor rules at Munich Security Conference
'We're in trouble': rancor rules at Munich Security
Conference.

Kyiv.
Only 1 person serving sentence for Maidan killings,
says Prosecutor General’s Office.

Poroshenko accuses Moscow of 'World hybrid war,'
US accuses Russia of global cyber-attack in June
denounces 'Russian world'.
2017 following similar allegations by UK.
Tensions between Russia and the West over the war How a Canadian city got sucked into Russia’s
in eastern Ukraine and Moscow’s alleged meddling information war.
in the 2016 U.S. presidential election were on full
Russia gave Yanukovych $1 bln to reject
display during the second day of a high-profile
association with EU – Ponomaryov.
security conference in Germany featuring world
leaders and top diplomats.
StopFake #171 with Marko Suprun. Fake: US
Intelligence finds reasons for regime change in
Lavrov blames NATO for Russian aggression in
Ukraine; Europe denies Donbas pensions;
Ukraine.
Ukrainian soldiers reject proposed patriotic
Heroes of Heavenly Hundred commemorated in
greeting.
In 2013, these men and women stood
on Kyiv’s Independence Square and
said a fierce ‘no’ to the Yanukovych
regime. They were beaten and
assaulted but they stood their ground.
In February 2014, the Berkut riot
police began using firearms against
the crowds. Watch here as UATV
reporters bring you detailed accounts
of the darkest days in the Euromaidan
protests.

Ukraine’s judiciary stalls justice for slain Euromaidaners
The main difference between Ukraine and Russia
Where did all the good people from Euromaidan
go?
How volunteers both strengthened and weakened
the Ukrainian state after Euromaidan.
Ukraine’s flawed judicial reform is stalling justice
for slain Euromaidaners.
Theory of Lying. First-ever ranking of populists and
liars in Ukrainian politics from VoxUkraine.
They claim they represent THE PEOPLE - Olga
Onuch on Ukraine’s populists.
Season two coming up? Mistakes, unlearned lessons
and consequences in the political confrontation
between Ukraine’s leadership and M. Saakashvili.

1

The Saakashvili saga - folly and disrespect for the
rule of law.

The main difference between Ukraine and Russia.
The pursuit of happiness. Why migration from
Ukraine is rising and won’t stop any time soon.
Ukrainians must address the nation’s collective
post-traumatic stress disorder. Australian Pete
Shmigel argues that the suppressed traumas of
distant and recent history continue to shape
Ukrainian society negatively and are as big an
obstacle to progress as more commonly discussed
problems like corruption.
Real danger that Yanukovych would win against
Ukraine in European Court over trial for Maidan
killings.
From objective reporting to myths and propaganda:
The story of RIA Novosti.
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Ukraine sues Russia in The Hague over violation of UN Convention
Putin personally ordered Crimea annexation, ex-Duma Deputy testifies
Ukraine sues Russia in The Hague over violation of member previously fighting against Ukrainian
UN Convention on Law of Sea.
forces in Donbas.
OSCE monitors report over 4,000 units of
forbidden ordinance along Donbas frontline last
year.
More than 500,000 children suffering during
conflict in Donbas.
Feb 19. Russia-backed militants commit ten
ceasefire violations, extensively use mortars.
Kyiv protesters say Poroshenko must go; Russiaowned sites attacked.
Putin personally ordered Crimea annexation, exDuma Deputy testifies.

Names of Russian servicemen who invaded
Georgia and Crimea become known.
Militant who filmed truck which carried Buk that
shot down MH17 is begging for a ticket to Russia.
Russia plans to supply coal from Ukrainian Donbas
through Abkhazia to Turkey.
For two years Ukrainian volunteers have used a
vulnerability in the Russian Defense Ministry
website to collect classified information about
salaries of Russian military personnel fighting in
Ukraine and Syria.

US airstrike in Syria kills retired Russia’s GRU

Left: Ukrainian Army
receives 2,500 US night
vision devices worth
$5.8 million.

Right:

Right: Life sentence in
absentia upheld for
Russia-protected
‘separatist’ torturer
and killer of 16yo
Ukrainian schoolboy

Kremlin-controlled council of Crimean Tatars created in Crimea
Arrested in occupied Crimea to prove ‘threat from Ukraine’
Arrested in occupied Crimea to prove ‘threat from
Ukraine’ on eve of illegal elections?

Activist who defended Crimean political prisoners
arrested and facing 7-year sentence.

Kremlin- controlled council of Crimean Tatars
created in Crimea.

Profoundly cynical trial begins of Crimean Tatar
human rights activist and five other Crimean
Muslims.

Occupiers force students to participate in action
for Putin in Crimea.
Ukrainian taxi driver tortured and jailed to prove
Russia’s “Ukrainian saboteur” scam.
.

Tortured Ukrainian spoils Russia’s most absurd
‘Crimea Saboteur’ case by refusing to
‘cooperate’.

Facelift or farce? 'Restoration' of palace shocks
Crimean Tatars.
In memory: Oleksandr Khomchenko, Donetsk
pastor tortured for praying for Ukraine.
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World Bank sees growth of Ukrainian economy
The selection of Supreme Court judges in retrospect
Week's balance: The IMF technical mission
visited Kyiv, the Cabinet of Ministers reported on
its performance in 2017, while the European
discounter Ryanair announced its intention to
undertake a second attempt to enter the Ukraine
market - these are the key economic news of the
past week.
Week's milestones. Forced departure,
counterattack in court, and anti-corruption
turbulence in Odesa.

Ukroboronprom CEO Romanov.
Mikheil Saakashvili arrived in the Netherlands, his
wife's home country, after being expelled from
Ukraine into neighboring Poland.
The mayor of the Ukrainian Black Sea port city of
Odesa, Hennadiy Trukhanov, was detained, then
released, upon arrival from abroad on suspicion of
embezzlement.

World Bank sees growth of Ukrainian economy.

Ukrainian MP caught in scam to bypass sanctions
on Russian-occupied Crimea.

IMF issues recommendations to Ukraine to ensure
continued cooperation.

NABU boasts success: Embezzlement of US$74.1
mln from budget prevented.

Don’t throw the baby out with the bathwater: the
selection of Supreme Court judges in retrospect.
Economy Ministry: Ukraine’s shadow economy
declining.
Poroshenko approves resignation of

Left: Kyiv artist creates
gadgets that can read
your mind.
Right: Kharkivite
amazes the world with
3D Confections.

Ryanair confirms it will start to fly to Ukraine in fall
Kyiv Polytechnic Institute to design and market satellites
Kyiv Polytechnic Institute to design and market
satellites with energy NGO.

Startup incubator gives young Ukrainian innovators
a boost to success.

Ryanair confirms it will start to fly to Ukraine in
fall.

MBioS Challenge biomedical startup contest
announced in Ukraine.
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Left: Ukrainian
freestyle skier
Abramenko wins
gold in men's aerials.
Right: Remnants of
Lviv’s medieval
fortifications.

Ukraine's Molodist film fest brings unseen to Silver Screen
Ukrainian ball held in Vienna
Patriotism without nationalism: Ukraine bids
farewell to philosopher Myroslav Popovych.
Academician, director of the Ukrainian State
Institute of Philosophy, author of the book “The
Red Century”.

Ukrainian ball held in Vienna.

Ukraine's Molodist film fest brings the unseen to
the Silver Screen.

Mathematician from Ukraine receives prestigious
Wolf award in amount of 100 thousand dollars.

Forgotten Galicia: love as another form of
insanity: duelling for Romance in 19th-century
Lviv.

Left: Kharkiv.
Historical stroll
along Pushkinska
street in search of
curiosities
Right: Ukrainian
wedding dress.
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